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FROM A RECRUITING OFFICE NOTE BOOK, 

~.-RECRUITISG THEN AVD Now. 

1705. 
THE time is the reign of George I and the scene is the hIarket Square 
at Shrewsbury. Sergeant Kite is haranguing a mob of yokels to the 
accompaniment of the beating of drums. 

“ If any gentleman,” he shouts, “ have a mind to serve His 
Majesty, if any ’prentices have severe masters, any children have 
undutiful parents, i f  any servants have too little wages, or any husband 
too much wife, let them repair to Sergeant Kite a t  the Sign of the 
Raven in this good town and they shall have present relief and enter- 
tainment. Gentlemen, I don’t beat my drums here to ensnare or 
inveigle any man, for you must know, gentlemen, that I am a man of 
honour. fiesides, I don’t beat up for common sordiers; no, I only 
’list Grenadiers, Grenadiers, gentlemen. Pray, gentlemen, observe 
this Grenadier cap, this is the cap of honour ! It dubs a man a gentle- 
man in the drawing of trigger, and he that has the good fortune to 
be born sis feet high was born to be a great man. Sir, would you give 
me leave to try this cap upon your head?” 

But the yokel, fearing that it was a trick to enlist him unwarily, 
refuses; and another item of the crowd shouts out, ‘‘ Look ye, Sergeant, 
no coaxing, no wheedling, if I’ve a mind to ’list, why, so I will.” 

“ I coax? I wheedle? ” Sergeant Kite exclaims indignantly, 
“ I’m above it, Sir ;  I have served twenty campaigns-but, Sir, you 
tilk wkll, and I must own that you are a man every inch of you; a 
pretty, sprightly young fellow ! I love a fellow with a spirit; but I 
scorn to coax, ’tis base! Though I must say that never in my life 
have I seen a man better built. How firm and strong he treads ! He 
steps like a castle! But I scorn to wheedle any man. Come, honest 
lad, will you come and talie your share of a pot at the Raven ? ” 

Captain Plume, the Recruiting Officer, comes up and enquires 
what success Sergeant Kite has had. 

“ I have ’listed,” says Kite, “ the strong man of S l o p ,  the king 
of the gipsies, a Scotch pedlar, a scoundrel attorney, and a TVelsh 
parson.” 

‘‘ An attorney? Art thou mad? ’List a lawyer! Discharge him 
;It once, this minute ! ” 

‘ T\rhy, Sir ? ” 
“ Because I will have no one in my company that can write. I 

say, discharge him ! ” 
*‘ And what shall I do with the parson. ? ” 
“ Can he write? ” 
“ He plays rarely upon the fiddle.” 
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826 FROM A RECRUITING OFFICE NOTE BOOK 

“ Then keep him by all means. But hold, have you made any use 
of the German doctor’s habit since your arrival ? ” 

“ Yes,  and my fame’s all about the country for the most faithful 
fortune-teller that ever told a lie.” 

For Sergeant Kite has a double part to play in the recruiting 
drama. As fortune-teller Kite, disguised in the German doctor’s habit, 
he sends a tailor and a shoemaker to Recruiting Sergeant Kite, by 
telling the formei that he would be a Captain of Marines, and the 
latter that he would be a hlajor of Dragoons; and, by the slim trick 
of persuading a would-be recruit to accept a portrait of His Majesty, 
the latter finds that he has talcen the irrevocable step of taking the 
King’s shilling. 

Thus  F?rquhar in his comedy, “ The Recruiting Officer.” T h e  
author, an Irishman of Scotch descent, had served in  Flanders and on 
the Danube as an officer under Marlborough, and, while still a young 
man, became a n  actor. in Shakespearean drama, and finally a play- 
wright. The play was written in 1705, and it no doubt gives a correct 
impression of the recruiting methods of that time; and as  it was revived 
with success more than a century later at Drury Lane and Covent 
Garden, those methods would appear to  have been still in use during 
the Napoleonic Wars. 

The  inevitable female clement in the play is a certain young person 
named Sylvia, who, by the sudden death of her brother, has become 
heiress to an  estate of L2,ooo a year. She is in love with Captain 
Plume, but her father thinks that such a fortune would be wasted on 
a mere Recruiting Officer, so he orders a coach and six and despatches 
her a t  three minutes’ notice to his country seat. Sylvia, however, 
under the mask of filial obedience, conceals a wilf,ul and headstrong 
nature. She  is.a womb of advanced and liberal views, and had she 
lived two hundred years later would probably have been a leader in 
the Suffragette movement. For not only does she send ten guineas 
for the purchase of a layette to the mother of Captain Plume’s illegitimate 
son, who has just made his appearance in Shrewbury-a sum which 
through no fault of the donor never gets beyond the fingers of Sergeant 
Kite, the intermediary through whom it was sent, and who consents 
to be appointed honorary husband of the lady, in which capacity he 
retains the ten guineas as her dowry-but as soon as she reaches her 
home in the coach and sis she puts on man’s clothes and returns to 
Slirewsbury in order to be near Recruiting Officer Plume. All comes 
right in the end, as  in every properly constructed comedy; the heavy 
father is placated, and as the curtain falls Sylvia and Captain Plume, 
hand in hand, make their bow to the audience. 

1915-1916. 
Of the recruiting methods of the year 17oj, one only, namely, the 

Voluntary System, was still in use in the year 1915; and that was on 
the point of being placed in cold storage by the operation of the hlilitary 
Service Acts. The Market Square and the beerhouse are no longer 
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FROM A RECRUITIKG OFFICE NOTE BOOK 827 

as they were in Parquhar’s time, and for many generations after, the 
Recruiting Offices of a county town. 

The Recruiting Officer is now installed in as many rmms as he 
can commandeer in a regimental depbt, and his demands for accom- 
modation are constantly increasing. He must have not only his own 
private office with a telephone on the table by his side ; but his registra- 
tion office; his pay office; his document room ; his card-room,-in which, 
however, no card g a w s  are permitted escept the dealing of cards red, 
white, and blue into their respective trays; an office for his assistant; 
as well as a suite of apartments for the subarea Commander and his 
subordinates; and in addition odds and ends of rooms for minor 
departmental u-ork. 

A stranger who saw a score or more young women, most of them 
with their hair down, passing ou t  of the barrack gates about one 
o’clock, mi& well suppose that a class of a high scl~ool for girls was 
held within, and that the two or three women of stouter build and less 
youthful appearance mingling with the little groups were the teachers. 
They are in fact the staff of she-clerks employed in a Recruiting Office 
as typists, shorthand writers, or copyists, and they, are leaving for 
their midday meal, and in a n  hour will have returned to their tables. 
There was no opening as a she-clerk for Sylvia two hundred years ago, 
so she was compelled to masguerade in man’s clothes in order to be 
near her Recruiting Ofiicer; and from what we. hear of him Captain 
Plume, with a staff of young women as his assistants, would probably 
have neglected his duties. 

Sergeant Kite has also disappeared, and with him all unworthy 
devices and questionable tricks for bringing in a good harvest of 
recruits, His place in the hIarket Square was occupied by Sergeant 
Poster. From the beginning of the war up to the time of the passing 
of the Military Service Acts, under which he found, like Othello, that 
his occupation was gone, Sergeant Poster was to be found wherever 
th‘ere was a blank wall or other convenient situation for his activities; 
and, unlike.Sergeant Kite, his word could always be relied on. He 
never indulged in random statements or made extravagant promises. 
In plain and simple language he invited the hesitating youth to join 
the Army. He appealed, sometimes in print, sometimes in picture, to 
the dormant patriotism of the nation, and with greater success than 
Sergeant Kite. He was always at hand and ready to be interviewed, 
and was stationed at every street corner to point out the .way to die 
Recruiting ,Ofice, whqe the would-be recruit met with every attention. 
The Recruiting Officer and staff were there to tell him what regiments 
were open to him, and to help him make his choice, having regard to 
his physical and professional capabilities; and to guide his first foot- 
steps along the military path; while Corporal Leaflet was at hand to 
point out the pecuniary advantages which would accrue to him and 
those dependent on him. If through not being up to standard, or for 
other reasons, it was doubtful whether he was eligible to be a soldier, 
he was invited to remain at  the depbt as the guest of the King until 
authority for his enlistment could be obtained ; and the acceptance of 
2s. 7d. daily for pay and subsistence while his case was in suspense 
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828 FROM A RECRUITISG OFFICE SOTE HOOK 

by no means involved him, for pocketing the King’s money was no 
longer, as it had been in the days of Sergeant Kite, the symbolic act 
which converted the civilian in to  the soldier. 

I I .-THE MILITARY SERVICE ACTS. 

A restless, self-indulgent, petrol-and-cinema-ridden generation, 
addicted to spending much of its spare time, and not a little of its 
time that was not spare, in studying and practising one or more of 
eight different methods of applying motion to a ball, accepted these 
-4cts with remarkable composure. To its credit, be it recorded, that it 
seems to have recognized that they only converted a moral into a legal 
obligation, which came to many with a sense of relief. 

T h e  bnswers reported by the Parliamentary canvassers who during 
the sunimer of 1915 were sent afield to ascertain the general feeling 
were rarely in terms of direct refusal. Such expressions as “WW 
come when fetched,” ‘ I  Will come when all the single men have 
joined,” “ Farmers and their sons must go first,” “ Thinking of en- 
listing,” “ Relatives object,” “ Want conscription.” “ Cannot come 
owing to family,.business or  agricuItura1 ties,” Will come presently,” 
I ‘  In charge of a lunatic,” and so forth, constituted the bulk of the 
replies made to the canvassers in I certain agricultural area which may 
fairly be presumed to  be typical; they were -in fact escuses for 
procrastinating the performance of a duty that-was felt to be incumbent; 
and the residue was rarely antagonistic. 

A few profests were indeed made against the trespass on the 
liberty of the subject by certain platform politicians of no great influ- 
ence outside their own circle of admirers, but these protests were 
merely formal and were ignored ; for the nation at large, with unerring 
instinct, saw that the Liberties of,the Empire were more to be considered 
than the Liberty of the Subject. .The Trades Unions, which for many 
w a r s  had rigorously enforced industrial conscription, with no mercy 
shown to the conscientious objector who declined to join the Union 
of his trade, were estopped from raising their voices against the Acts. 
The attempt to make a martyr of the occasional conscientious objector 
met with little success. In many instances he gave away his own case 
by consenting to perform non-combatant service in the Army or 
munition work at home. The soldier in  the field is dependent on the 
former, whether in the commissariat, the medical, or the transport 
services, for his efficiency at the front, and on the latter for the shells 
and cartridges, the grenades and the bombs with which he slays his 
enemy. The distinction between combatant and non-combatant service 
is purely artificial. If it is a crime for Private Thomas Atkins to  kill a 
German the non-combatant conscientious objector who supplies him 
with food, medical attendance, and ammunition, is equally guilty as 
an accessory before the fact. A truly consistent conscientious objector 
should refuse to perform any direct or indirect military work except 
digging graves for the fallen. 

The Military Service Acts may be briefly defined as Conscription 
tempered by Tribunalism. The first Act laid.the obligation on single 
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FRO11 A RECRUITISG OFFICE SOTE BOOK S29 

men and also on those men who after a certain date had entered the 
married state, and who presumably had hurriedly faced its perils in 
the hope that they would thereby avoid the perils of military life. 

The Tribunals were set up in order to answer a.comples question : 
“ In the present national crisis what is the best use we can make of 
John Smith, who may be a cowman, an undertaker, a prosperous 
farmer, an  independent gentleman, a prize fighter, a railway porter, 
an exciseman, a chauffeur, or a tramp and a scamp? ) )  and so on 
through the whole catalogue of callings and occupations, with their 
sub-divisions into married, widower, and single. ‘‘Will John Smith serve 
his country better behind the plough, behind the counter, beside the 
armchair of an aged mother wholly dependent on him, or wheresoever 
his place may be, than as a soldier in the trenches; and therefore are 
we .justified in recommending him for absolute, conditional, or 
temporary exemption from military service ? ) )  

If it was often difficult to discern any guiding principle governing 
the decisions of the local Tribunals (wliich were subject to revision 
by the Appeal Tribunal, and by leave of the latter by the Central 
Appeal Tribunal), and if different local Tribunals often took widely 
divergent views of identical conditions and circumstances, yet it may 
be said that in general they performed their tasks fairly well, quite as 
well in fact as might have been cspected. As was inevitable from their 
composition, they ofien displayed a manifest bias in favour of the 
claimant for ’ exemption and against the Military Representative, 
which was perhaps not altogether to be regretted. A harsh and 
rigorous application of the Acts would have impeded their action, 
which, consitleririg that they were a new departure, that but three years 
ago would have been scouted as one impossible for the nation to take, 
has produced far less friction than was anticipated; a fact which has 
greatly impressed our allies, and, it may bc conjectured, our enemies 
also. KO doubt .a considerable percentage of men whose claims for 
esemption n ere somewhat shadowy was escused temporarily or 
permanently from service ; but with all their many imperfections the 
‘Tribunals seem to have given espressiov to the general opinion of the 
nation ; which is often illogical and perverse, but which “gets there ” 
without much ado. A State that was governed by Logic, which takes 
little account of indefinite things and moral forces, would soon perish 
by civil war. 

The Tribunals engendered a considerable growth of egotism. It 
was surprising to find how. many men of obscure avocations professed 
that they were indispensable to the national life in their civil capacities. 
It was, of course, impossible to define in the -Acts, escept in general 
terms, the conditions under,which exemption could be claimed, whether 
for national reasons, such as a calling necessary to the State; or for 
personal reasons, such as tiic hardship that would be inflicted on the 
depenqents of a man compelled into the-Army ; and it is not surprising 
that the Tribunals were often freely criticized. They were certainly 
liberal in their views of what constitutes necessary work at home; b u t  
the xvonder is that they did not do worse with such a bewildering task 
before them. Many were the freak claims presented to them, and a 
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830 FROM A RECRUITISG OFFICE NOTE BOOK 

iiew column of Tit-bits from the Tribunals appeared in the daily 
journals. 

The hlilitary Service Acts changed the functions of a Recruiting 
Office and gave it new parts to play in the recruiting drama. Under 
the Voluntary System it might be compared to the local branch of a 
great retail firm. It was expected to do its best to attract custom by 
the display of a “full line ” of commodities to suit a variety of 
individual tastes. On one counter might be Seen the cuirass of the 
IIousqhold Cavalry, on another the badges of the Guards, on another 
the spurs of the.niounted corps, on another the kilt, sporran and 
bonnet of the Highlanders, on another the green garments of the Rifle 
Regiments, and so on down the sa le  to th!e Royal Arniy Medical 
Corps, the Army Service Corps, or the Army Veterinary Corps. It 
might happen that the stock on certain of these counters might be 
temporarily withdrawn from the market, but, speaking generally, the 
departmental manager had something acceptable to offer to all 
customers, however fastidious they were in their tastes. Even a semi- 
conscientious objector could usually be suited in a non-combatant 
corps. 

After the passing of the Military Service Acts a mistaken idea 
arose in the minds of many people that the Recruiting Officers were 
left with little or nothing to do and they were now unnecessary officials. 
As a matter of fact the Acts, in conjunction with’the Registration Act, 
enormously increased their work and their responsibilities. If some 
of the executive work, such as  the attesting of voluntary recruits, with 
its litter of Army Forms to be filled in and signed, was either abolished 
or greatly simplified, the adminisirative work increased week by week. 
Staffs had to be doubled, trebled, or increased even tenfold; barrack 
rooms, school rooms, and even officeis’ quarters had to be taken over 
as offices for newly organized departments; and yet the idea still 
lingers on that the Acts set up a species of automatic penny-into-the- 
slot machine which with little expenditure of trouble and with great 
facility furnished the Army with recruits. 

The voluntary recruit wgs a comparatively easy person to deal 
with. The Compulsory Service man, with his red, white, and blue 
cards, his own personal or his employer’s claim for esemption, his 
appearances and re-appearances before the Tribunal, his appeal and 
further appeal, his niedical and physical condition, and, in certain 
cases, the difficulty of finding him when wanted, and in addition the 
correspondence on these and other matters -which he entails, is often 
an intricate problem which can only be solved by the united efforts 
of subordinate offices spread over half a county, yet working together 
in harmonious co-operation for which the. Area Recruiting Officer is 
responsible and which it is his duty to maintain. He must not only 
be a capable and hardworking administrator, but. must have an expert 
knowledge of the working of the Registration and Compulsory Service 
machines, the complicated details and accessories of which are con- 
stantly being scrapped, changed, or renewed at  short notice. Yet 
there are persons who still imagine that with the suspension of 
voluntary service the Recruiting Officer holds a comfortable sinecure. 
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83 I 

T h e  Poster, which up  to the end of 1915 made such a brave show 
on every available vertical plane, was virtually abolished by the 
Military Service Acts. Opinions differ as to whether it was ever a 
really effective recruiting instrument, but the least that can be said of 
it is that it continually brought the recruiting question before the 
public eye. Only the blind or  the utterly illiterate could escape from 
it. The  man in the street, however, rarely studied it with interest or 
attention, but, like the Pharisee in the parable, passed by on the other 
side. 

There were three classes of poster, the “ Enunciative Poster,” the 
“ Persuasive and Rhetorical Poster,’! and the “ Emotional Poster ”- 
the last usually pictorial. The first, with its young cousin the Leaflet, 
gave information in language that was simple and frequently easy to 
understand. Of the other two classes of poster it may be.said that 
they were in general composed or designed by persons who had no 
wide knowled e of human nature as it csists in that portion of the 

which, though not unfeeling or  unpatriotic, is sub-cynical, undemon- 
strative, and irresponsive to cheap rhetoric and appeals to the emotions, 
except, perhaps, from behind the footlights. It resents the sight of 
any outward thing that clashes with this temperament. The 
Pictorial Poster, with the figure of Nelson under the caption “ England 
expects every man to do his Duty ” ; or of the widow resigning her 
claims on her young son and bidding him go to the wars; or of the 
draped Union Jack, left it cold; and if any  remark was elicited that 
remark was probably some cheap witless jibe. It is the present 
writer’s opinion that a poster setting forth- the details of the liberal 
scale of rations supplied to the man at  the front, accompanied, if 
possible, by an unofficial leaflet giving an  account of the “tuck 
boxes ” and other gifts of little luxuries and comforts constantly sent 
out to various regiments in the trenches by their good friends at  home, 
would have excited greater interest. 

The Military Service Acts swept the Persuasive and Emotional 
Posters into the dustbin. Here and there they may be still seen in 
tatters on the wall, the fossils of a recruiting epoch that is so near and 
yet so far. Only the Enunciative Poster remains, and it sometimes 
assumes a minatory form with the heading “ Warning.” 

To kidnap a metaphor from geology, the Group or Derby Scheme 
may be termed the pleiocene period of recruiting in Great Britain. 
It was still in thepry voluntary, but behind it loomed the grim figure 
of Conscription ; the nightmare which has disturbed the repose of many 
\\rorthy persons who persist in identifying it with militarism. The 
scheme did not of itself greatly change the functions of the Recruiting 
Officer, for no one was compelled to intern himself in a group, but it 
might be darkly hinted to him that he had better do so. To the man 
in the street the scheme appealed in two ways; firstly, he could always 
boast that he came up of his own accord and not as a conscript; and 
secondly, the evil day was postponed indefinitely, and in the intern1 
anything might happen-even the war might come to an end. 

FROM A RECRUITING OFFICE NOTE BOOK 

It  bored him and he was disposed to resent it. 

community w a ich we are pleased. to term the Lower Orders, and 
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832 FROM A RECRUITIXG OFFICE SOTE HOOI< 

I II.--?’m PLEASE H.\BIT AND OTHER VICES. 
Conimunications between different riiilitary offices on simple 

matters of routine not requiring elaborate esplanation are commonly 
made on memorandum forms, the usual formalities being dispensed 
with. There is therefore no necessity to reflect whether the communi- 
cation must end with the elliptic, “ I have the honour to be, etc.,” in 
one line, or the full, “ I am, Sir. Your obedient servant,” in three. 
’These and other formulre of the same nature are, save in a negligible 
percentage of cases, manifest untruths suffixed to many thousand 
letters every day, and sanctioned by custom. They were, however, 
too lengthy for the limited area of .Army Form C.348 and its kind, 
yet it was felt that the simple and bald statement or request written 
thereon diould be softened and toned down. Hence arose in recent. 
years what may be ternied the “please habit,” to which so many 
commissioned and non-commissioned baboos in military offices became 
addicted. The word “please,” which is tlie sentence “ if it please 
you ” compressed into a  monosyllable,^ should often be- on the lips 
of a child but seldom on the lips of an adult. The victims 
of the habit, like the victims’ of morphia, find that they 
cannot shake theniselves free of it, and the word appears in 
strange company and grotesque sititations. It is quite superfluous in 
the following request : “ W i l l  you kindlr eshibit enclosed poster 
~ Z c a s e ?  ” or in the covering note, “ For favour of approval please.” 
But tlie two most distressing instances of the baleful effects of the 
deadly “ please habit ” which eyer came t o  the present writer’s notice 
were replies to enquiries whicli lie had made at a certain Record 
office :- 

“ In reply to your wire, records here show that Private Williams 
is in a state of desertion please.” 

“ Private Johnson was discharged medically unfit for further 
service, having defective teeth and chronic dyspepsia plcase.” 

It is probable that tlie two words which closed this communication 
had never before found themselves side by side. 

Passing in this connection .to a higher stratum of official litera- 
ture, n,miely, to the printed papers, orders, circular letters, instruc- 
tions, and the like, which are daily, almost hourly, showered upon 
the Army, not a few of these are espressed in slovenly and indefinite 
language. The Staff Officers and others who compose them are apt 
to assume, with unconscious egotism, that whatever is present in their 
own minds will also be present in the mind of everyone who tias to 
read and act upon them. If  an  ambiguous word or obscure espres- 
sion is used it is taken for granted that the person at the other end, who 
may !re stupid, unimaginative, and a slave t o  the l i l tern scripfa, will be 
gdded  by instinct to the correct interpretation. It is rare t o  find a 
military document that is a model of perspicacity. It may-be that the 
English language, which as  a medium for conveying ideas lucidly and 
explicitly is far inferior to the French language, is p:irtly to blame 
for the fog which so often envelops official communications. 
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53.3 
A fault which is less reprehensible, because it is not so likely to 

cause misunderstanding, is the fault of careless composition and 
arrangement. 

“ It having occurred in many cases where clza~ges for coal hare 
been charged against the contingent fund, the Colonel Commanding 
the District orders that the practice shall cease.” 

Apart from the cacophony “ charged charges,” which could easily 
have been avoided, the word where ” is meaningless and should 
have been “ that.” 

Again, an Adjutant makes an unfounded charge against a hard- 
worlting and conscientious Recruiting Officer :- 

‘ I  I have to-day despatched to you recruit-wkom you sen t  to the  
DepGt yesterday as being wholly unsuited for duly nt this dep6t.” 

A Command Order gives a new definition of a new unit :-I‘ Old 
civilian pattern great coats now with m i l s  that are new (i.e., that h a m  
never been worn) will be sent, etc.” 

In each of the last two examples a phrase has been carelesslj. for- 
gotten, and hurriedly replaced in a situation in which it makes havoc 
of the context. 

Even the compositions emanating from the highest quarters are 
not impeccable. The following passage occurred in the appeal issued 
by Lord Kitchener in May, 1915 :- 

‘‘ Those who are engaged in the production of war material should 
not leave their occupations. ,It is to men who are not performing this 
work only (sic) that I’appeal.’’ 

The word “ only ” should have been the third word in the sentence, 
if i t  was to  appear at all. As  it s t m d  it  implied that the appeal was 
made to those who were doing munition work and some other work as 
well.. A few days later the appeal was amended, the word “ only 
being struck out. 

After a quarter of a centur? and more of free and compulsory 
education it is disappointing and surprising to find that a considerable 
pro ortion of the recruits coming up in an  agricultural district is 
una Y3 16 to read fluently or, as the signatures in the pay list will show. 
to l r i t e  legibly. About five in each hundred still ‘‘ make their mark,” 
and Captain Plume, who “would have no pne in his company that 
could write,’’ would have little difficulty in raising even a battalion 
in many country areas. Even men who have been in the higher 
standards seem to have forgotten much of what was taught thetn in 
the village school and to have lost the habit of reading, if ,  indeed, 
they ever acquired it. The writer is inclined to debit the English 
Spelling Book with the dismal failure. RIany weary hours are spent 
by the child in what is usually an  unsuccessful struggle with its 
anomalies, and this time is abstracted from the limited period avail- 
able for other subjects. It has been calculated that it handicaps the 
British child to  the extent of eighteen months in the international 
educational competition. As a training for the mind the English 
Spelling Book is about as useful as a Greek irregul?r verb with all 
its accents sticking out;  which some Grecians have lately assured us  

FROM .I RECRUITISG OFFICE SOTE BOOK 

A Staff Captain promulgates the following ukase :- 
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834 FROM A RECRUITING OFFICE XOTE BOOK 

is an excellent foundation on which to build a knowledge of technics 
or science. 

The colloquial lapses in grammar are due to the fact that the 
English Ijnguage has no grammar but only that Spelling Book, and 
they are common to all classes. The “ you was ” or ‘I they was ” 
bf the country yokel is no worse than the “who did you see,” the 

it was me,” or the I‘ these sort,” which falls constantly from the lips 
of persons who would be affronted if they were told that they were 
hot well educated. 

4 6  

IV.-LEAVES FROM THE LETTER TRAY. 
At the top of the pile lies a letter from a n  employer who was 

asked to speak to the character of one of his employ&. The humour 
is probably unconscious :- 

“ I  have always found - strictly honest and straightforward 
and very conscientious (the reason he left me was he thought he could 
better himself). ’ 

To an assistant who desired to join the Supply Branch of the 
Army Service Corps a butcher gives a testimonial which the German 
Emperor might have sent with the Iron Cross of the 1st Class to one 
of his generals :- 

( 6  - was with me two years which did my hilling satisfactorily 
and trustworthy.” 

A chit flutters to the ground, is retrieved and found to be a brief 
covering- memo :-“ Bill omitted by mistalic (in former application) 
now enclosed with regret.” The regret no doubt referred to the 
omission, but as it stands the’ formula is commended to the use of 
tradesmen desirous of conciliating their customers when applying for 
payment . 

The letter of the semi-illiterate is usually what in the jargon of 
the day is termed a “human document.’, The present writer holds 
to the paradoxical opinion that education is not favourable to the art 
of letter writing, and that the interest of a letter is usually in inverse 
proportion to the amount of education which the writer has absorbed. 
The letter of a man or-woman to whom the use of pen and ink is 
not’habitual, and only resorted to upon occasion, may be said to be 
addressed to the writer rather than to the recipient. The dominant 
note in it is Liberavi animanz meam. It  is a sort of soliloquy which 
some chance person, preferably the official or other individual to whom 
it is ostensibly addressed, may hear and give heed to. It violates 
all the rules of grammar, composition, and spelling, and punctuation 
is a n  art unknown to it. But it goes straight to the point without 
periphrasis or attempt at fine writing, and declares, often in strikingly 
picturesque and precise. terms, what the writer has been brooding over, 
which is in all probability a real or imaginary grievance; and without 
this incentive the pen is rarely put to paper. It may contain a few 
formal and well-worn phrases of respect or regard, but no attempt 
is made to conciliate the recipient with gossip or trivial pleasantries. 
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FROM A RECRUITING OFFICE SOTE BOOK 

It is what every letter should be, and what letters written by educated 
persons rarely are, a mirror of the thoughts and the mind of the 
writer, rather than, an approach to the mind of the recipient; and 
as such it is full of “ 1’s ” and barren of “ YOU’S.’’ 

All the letters from which the following extracts are taken were 
received a t  a Recruiting Office in an agricultural area. The majority 
of them demand answers to one or other of the following questions. 
The  friends of A want to know why he has been called u p ;  the foes 
of B want to know why he has not been called up;  with interpolated 
scraps of autobiography or of fainily histoq-. All the estracts are 
quoted verbatim, liferdim ct funclzcatirn, and no attempt is made to 
explain the cryptic remarks and phrases which occur in some of them. 

The letter bears the printed heading “Sausage Casings Manu- 
facturer Offal Contractor,” and the writer is in trouble because his 
son-in-law, who assists him in the business, has been called up:- 

“ I am Partley Disabled having a broken sholder am under 
contract to all butchers in - and - to clear all Offal each morning 
which take 2 Horses arid Carts to do William takes one I the other 
this refuse has to be cooked in 3 large coppers for Food for Ducks 
of which we keep 5 to 800 also a Large Quantity of Fowles all for 
Food which I think very’important in face of Present Prices of Food 
in Peace time I had 3 then but now onley this one in Question and 
we are not able to do all the Work so I have to make my onley 
single Daughter help Feed and Pluck Birds for Market Should I be 
compeled to loose this man then I must close and go to the Work- 
house has I should have no other way of living S o u  may say Find 
an older man that is not Posable has they must be brought up in 
the Traid to Understand it. also I am not able to clean IIorse or 
Harness them T may say we are only to Pleased to .do all in our 
Power to help and w e  think by contributing to Food Supplys though 
trifling must be a small help and I must beg your Parden for trespesing 
on your Valuable time.” 

835 

A called-up youth presents a note from his father:- 
“ I  have sent my son to join the colors a s  he is ordered he is 

eighteen years old and very bad in his speech and me and his mother 
have to watch him very close of nights as he jumps ou t  of bed in 
his sleep and runs all over the house if he has to join he would like 
to go in the Army Service core as we are working for Mr. -, 
Government Contractor.” 

Yet another applicant for admission into the Army Service Corps 
Asylum :- 

“ I  got to - yesterday and the officer did not know about I 
was comrning. I had not got the money on me yesterday so I had 
a good way to walk which has upset my legs again for I am troubled 
with them at  times and have a job to walk that is why I wanted to 
go into the Army Baking I have not done any baking for some time 
and the Ref I havc will not take me through for the Army as only 
a Table Hand becaus they want men who can make dough. Bake it. 
set it in the oven and take it out and I a m  not a first class Baker 
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836 FROM h RECRUITISG OFFICE NOTE BOOK 

but I have got into a gentleman’s Hands who is Baking for the Troops 
at - and he is going to show me right through the Baking for 
the Army and he said I should not be many days piclting it up.” 

‘There are few officers who would not be glad to have under their 
command on active service the Irishman who asked to be “ taken 
back to go to the front,” albeit that he had “been sentenced to 
imprisonment by the civil power ” :- 

“ I wish t o  apply for permission to  rejoin the - until this war 
is finished. When I left the redgiment I left with a g o d  character 
but I have got into a-few crimes for assault since I left therefore when 
this war was started I was doing S months imprisonment for assault. 
If Colonel - was in command I think he would take me back for 
I was a clean soldier while I was in the redgment but I am like every 
Irishman a bit quick temper but willing to defend Etlgland with my 
heart’s blood. So therefore Sir I hope you mill take me back to go 
to the front and give me a chance of proving myself an‘ Irishman 
and a british subject.” 

IIost of the letters received at a Recruiting Office complaining 
that this or that man has not been callcd up are written by women. 
It is true that they are usually anonymous, but the sex of the writer 
is betrayed either by the handwriting or by certain feminine touches 
which would not have occurred to a nian; and, incidentally, they 
disclose some of the postures of a woman’s “ mental attitude.” 

X village maiden sends in a return of the chief shirkers of the 
place : - 

“Sir, I am sending you a list of all the young men in - that 
are fit and able to join the Army but will not and I think it is time 
that they did as they are single and have nothing to stop them and 
of course the girls cannot join’ the army like the boys here are the 
names of some of them. (IIere follow the names and addresses of 
eight young’men, of whom four are apparently of one family and 
three of another.) There are several others round here who are such 
cowards and will not go all the married men are going and leaving 
the others behind and it is not fair hoping you will stir them up 
I remain yours sincerely X Girl.” 

It is rash for a nian of military age “ not to keep himself clean 
and wear socks ” in a village where such habits are noticed by the 
womenfolk :- 

“ Sir there is a certain man in the .Parish of - who as not 
yet been called up to do his share in this W a r  and as all other Married 
Men have had to go and leave their Il‘ives why is it that this one 
certain Alan is allowed to stay’ behind anynore than the rest he walks 
about like a Cripple but it is only because he ,is too lazy to l t e p  
himself clean and wear socks he as got double the strength to what 
a good many have had that have been called up the said Man’s 9 I ame 
is - and his Address is -. 

It  is possible that the writer of the following letter was the wife 
of the man referred to-, who desired to eschange a troublesome husband 

* *  
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for a comfortable separation alloimnce. The handwriting was a 
woman’s with the postscript, “ please keep this as private ” :- 

“ Sir  I am sending to ask why you dont see about such men as 
hlr. - done 2 years 7 months in the South African U7ar lie as 
also been in India he only has a wife and z children not like some 
with large families and I no he say he is not coming until he is called 
or fetched so I think it would be wise to send for him at once think 
this over and do your best for there are lots I could let you no about 
your humble servant a citizen.” 

A saucy word to a female boss-sic i t t cr  ad nstm. The faithless 
lover who in the days of old “ loved and rode away ” now loves and 
joins the Royal Flying Corps, \\-herein he is as free from irksome 
encumbrances as a s\vallow 011 the wing :- 

“ Respected Sir, Dear Sir, ‘I’hough I take the liberty as it leaves 
me at present to ask if you will be good enough to  let me know 
where is my husbin. Though he is not niy legible (sic) husbin as 
he has got a wife though he says she is dead but I do not think lie 
knows for sure but we are married ~l iough I am getting my allotment 
reglar which is not fault of JIr. Lloyd George wlio would stop it i f  
he could and hIr. 1Ialienna but if  you know where lie is as he belongs 
to the Royal F l i n g  Corps for ever since he joined in January when 
he was sacked from his work for talking back to his boss which was 
a woman at  the laundry where he worked. I have not had any money 
from him since he joined though he told Slrs. Tonikins what lives 
on tlie’ground-floor that he was a pretty ossifer ( s k )  for Gs. a day 
and plenty of underclothing for bad weather and I have three children 
what he is the father of though he says it was my fault. Hoping 
you will write to me soon and ~ o u  are quite \wll as it leaves me at 
present I must now close hoping you are quite well.” 

A vein of determination and grimness, a sort of reminiscence of 
the avenging Furies, seems to traverse most of the letters written under 
a female hand; but  now and then a delightful letter with a softer 
touch finds its \vay into the letter tray. She was a she-clerk in the 
Recruiting Office and she thus acIino\vledged a wedding present from 
the staff :- 

“ Dear Sirs, I wish to thank you for the ‘wedding gift. For 14 
days I have been trying to think of words to write which would 
adequately express to you the pleasure I feel but they will not conie 
to my mind and so the fulness of my gladness is all niy own. UTe 
shall soon be very busy getting our home and I will buy a copper 
kettle and some tea things with your gift; a china tea-pot and cups 
with roses and trailing bits of g e e n  patterned on them. Then don’t 
you *think that we shall be perfectly happy taking tea together ? and 
we shall think of you and wish all kinds of good things for you. 
I wish I could tell you of the pleasure I feel as I amuse myself with 
mental speculations of what will be, and in them all you officers are 
remembered. So when I say I am glad and I thanli you that isn’t 
enough, you are to be recalled happily to mind in the years to come 
.when we shall appreciate fully the sympathy and good feeling which 
you have espressed to  us now.” 

FROM A RECRUITISG OFFICE SOTE BOOR 
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838 FROM A RECRUITING OFFICE NOTE BOOK 

The two following letters, which belong to a batch of miscellanies, 
are in curious contrast. 

A man who was called up but failed to report himself on the 
appointed day writes reproachfully :- 

“ I  am sorry I did not turn up I have lost my right arm in this 
war and should not like to lose the other but if you are hard up for 
men I will come.” 

A countryman suffering from cold feet makes a n  appeal to his 
family physician :- 

I am asking you a favour. Would you write me a certificate for 
health. I have not been attested and 
I don’t feel I can go in the midst of strangers. I feel a lot better when 
I keep myself quiet I feel fairly well a t  present. Not so well as I 
should like to. But  still I suppose I mustn’t grumble. As you have 
attended me for the last five years and that you understand my case 
I thought you were the gentleman to apply to. I hope you will d o  
your best for me I am thankful for what you have already done for 
me. 

T h e  doctor forwarded the letter to the Recruiting Officer, with the 
following certificate :- 

((  - who works for his father, a robust middle-aged man, is a 
big robust young man, a blacksmith by trade, who enjoys excellent 
health. I have attended him for a cold and a sore finger, nothing worse. 
A year ago I urged him to enlist. He said he would ‘ rather stay 
with feyther!’ ” 

6 6  

I’ve had two Derby letters. 

I am enclosing a penny stamp for reply.” 

V.-POST BELLUM. 
The recruits file past the Attesting and Enrolling Officer and he 

wonders upon which of them the choice of the final Approving Officers, 
the Valkyries in Valhalla, will fall. Will it fall upon that scamp and 
tramp, that son of a widow, that young farmer, that grocer’s assistant, 
that solicitor’s clerk, that cowman, that ex-soldier whose ‘ I  less than 
fair ” parchment certificate of character was burnt in the fire,” the 
fire of his own kitchen; or upon any or all of them? And of those 
who are not chosen what will be the.opinions, the thoughts, and the 
activities when the war is over and they return to their own place in 
the current life of the Empire? 

The  answer to this question must necessarily be a matter of con- 
jecture and speculation, but a clue to it may perhaps be found in 
history. 

A critical period during which Great Britain was fighting, as at 
present, for her life, was closed by the Battle of Waterloo; and  although 
from that date until the outbreak of the present war there was scarcely 
a year in which the doors of the temple of a British Janus would not 
have been open, yet, with the possible exception of the Crimean War,  
all the wars in which she was engaged were either in defence of, or on 
account of, her colonies and dependencies, and her existence as a 
nation was never at stake. They were regarded as  troublesome and 
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FROM A RECRUITING OFFICE NOTE BOOK 839 

inevitable concomitants of Empire, but the smooth current of peaceful 
progress and evolution was scarcely rippled by them. 

It is probable that the century which shall follow the close of the 
present war will Fitness as  great changes as the century which followed 
the cessation of the Napoleonic War,  and that they will be upon 
similar lines. What were the chief characteristics, movements, and 
developments of the nineteenth century which we may reasonably 
expect will be maintained and continued in the twentieth ? 

The democratic movement, which niaj’ be said to have had its origin 
in this country (for the French Revolution was not a truly democratic 
movement) ; a continuous and extraordinary progress in the arts and 
sciences which substantially changed the ‘mode of life; a feminist move- 
ment; religious and social movements in various directions; a great 
increase in wealth and luxury which the democratic movement was 
unable to check; and an intellectual movement which, in spite of 
Education, Journalism and Books in abundance, did not keep pace 
with the other movements. 

These are some of the threads straying at a loose end while the 
war lasts, which the recruit now standing before the Attesting Officer 
will take up and finger when he returns from the front, and which.he 
shall weave into a texture, it may be of the old pattern and frshion, 
traced in more glaring colours, at his will. 

VI.-THE DREAM. 
And the Recruiting Officer, who had been worrying A.B. 414 for 

And a Dream came to him through the Ivory Gate; 
And !ie Dreamed that he was attesting a deaf and dumb dwarf for 

And on the Attestation Form was printed in alternate lines, Army 

the space of nine hours, fell asleep in his chair; 

ninety and nine years OK the duration of the Coalition Ministry ; 

Council Instruction, .6j4ji, of 31 February, 1705. 
W. T. 

1 7 0 ~ .  LXI. 3 E  
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